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1 End User Features

1.1 Spreadsheet Document Import
Using data from spreadsheet document files has been simplified.

Data from spreadsheet document files can now be imported directly, i.e. it is no longer 
necessary to first export the spreadsheet data to a text file. (Shown above: A spreadsheet 
document is imported for use as mail job recipient data).

This new method of direct spreadsheet import is also available when importing subscriber 
data into a hosted list or dataset in your hosted recipient warehouse.

Various spreadsheet formats are supported, including OpenOffice and LibreOffice formats 
and various versions of Microsoft Excel, including most recent and historic versions.
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1.2 Recipients Type “Send to Hosted Recipient List”
Sending to subscribers of a hosted recipient list has been simplified. Now the desired hosted 
recipient list and the desired subscriber subset condition can be defined directly in the 
recipients wizard without preparing a recipient target group first:

(Note: Advanced conditions with more complex boolean logic involving more than one list 
profile field are still available via the target group feature.)

1.3 Single-List Membership Area
A new “Single-List Mode” has been introduced for membership areas that contain only one 
single recipient list. Once this mode is activated, a simplified list-centered user interface for 
the list subscribers is used instead of the many-list membership area user interface (which is 
still supported).
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1.4 Basic User Interface Mode
For users needing only one hosted recipient list and default tracking settings, a new 
simplified user interface mode has been introduced. (This new interface mode is called 
“Basic Mode” whereas the standard user interface mode from pre-5-0 versions is still 
available and has been called “Advanced Mode”.)
Immediate access to the single hosted recipient list (which is also preselected as target 
recipient list for mail jobs) is integrated into the account mode. (The advanced multi-dataset 
and multi-list recipient warehouse is still available if the account is configured as “Advanced 
Mode” when it is configured in the Administration HUB).

Note: The “Start Here” homepage shown above (and the following screen shots) requires 
that the user account is defined with “Basic User Interface Mode” when it is created in the 
Administration Hub.
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In basic user interface mode, tracking settings are configured automatically for each mail job 
and mail jobs are defined on a three-step wizard page (shown above) in a manner similar to 
popular e-mail clients. This page also includes the sender definition (under “From:”) and the 
recipients definition (under “To:”).
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The list size chart (see screen shot above) shows adds separately by owner and by 
subscriber.
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1.5 Template Gallery
In addition to the (still available) options to define custom HTML content manually, by 
uploading or by using a user-defined click-and-fill template, the template gallery of 
LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 offers two new types of content templates: Design Templates and 
Blank Templates.

Templates of the type shown above come with a fully elaborated HTML design that contains 
content blocks that are editable via a point-and-click user interface.

Blank templates (shown above) instead only define the placement of one or many editable 
content blocks in a side-by-side or vertical manner (or a combination of the two).
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1.6 New User Interface for Click-And-Fill Templates
Editing the placeholder values of click-and-fill templates has been simplified in LISTSERV 
Maestro 5.0. The new user interface combines logically related placeholders into repeated 
field groups, making editing the content based on templates with a complex structure an 
easy task.

Above: The new Content Field List popup dialog showing the placeholder structure together 
with indicators that show which of the placeholder values have already been supplied and 
how many instances of repeated placeholders have been defined.
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Below: All values of logically related placeholders in a multi-repeat group are being edited. 

1.7 New Options for Images
LISTSERV Maestro now supports three options when editing new or already uploaded 
images of your mail job content:

1. Upload the image and send it “inline” embedded into the message

2. Provide an image URL (and maintain the image data on an external server)
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3. Upload the image and use an image URL pointing to the Maestro server (no need to 
maintain the image data on an external server, this is provided automatically by 
Maestro)

These new options are also available for existing images that have been added or uploaded 
previously to the HTML content of your mail job.
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1.8 Social Media Sharing and Publishing
LISTSERV Maestro now supports social media sharing and publishing. To let your 
subscribers share your message via their preferred social network, use a simple new drop-in 
to include a bar of social media sharing icons similar to the one below to your mail job 
content:

If your organization is active on Twitter or Facebook, LISTSERV Maestro now supports 
publishing a short text with a link to your message on Twitter (or, similarly, on Facebook) by 
using a simple message dialog like the one below:

Upon delivery of the mail job, this causes Maestro to publish a tweet similar to this one:

1.9 Mail Job Lists with Folders and Drag/Drop
LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 has expanded the job categories feature known from previous 
versions. Now a full hierarchy of job folders is supported:
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This allows you to group your mail jobs into folders similar to file folders known from desktop 
operating systems.

The new job folders and job lists can be maintained with standard drag/drop:

Performing the drag/drop operation shown above gives the result shown below:

1.10 Unsubscribed Address Protection
LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 now protects unsubscribed addresses from being accidentally added 
back to your list (this also covers bounced addresses). During bulk import, bounced and 
unsubscribed addresses are skipped automatically. When adding addresses one at a time, a 
warning and a checkbox are shown, to allow a manual override.

1.11 Mini-Subscribe Form
LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 supports a new method to integrate list subscription with your 
website.

As an alternative to using a link that points to the subscribe page hosted at the LISTSERV 
Maestro server, it is now also possible to embed an HTML <form> tag directly into the code 
of your website.
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The mini-subscribe form display page (shown above) informs you about the details of the 
<form> tag that you need to embed into your website.

1.12 Upper Limit of Mails per Subscriber
LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 allows you to control how many mails per a certain number of days 
are sent to a subscriber at maximum. A record is kept of how many mails each subscriber 
has received in the supplied number of days and further mails to subscribers whose limit has 
been reached are suppressed.
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1.13 Simplified User Interface for Profile Field Customization
In previous versions, profile field style customization was performed by supplying a list of 
key/value pairs of style definition properties. LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 improves upon this by 
allowing you to edit the default profile field style like this:

Also new in LISTSERV Maestro 5.0: The profile field style customization is also applied to 
the subscriber add/edit pages used by the data administrator:
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1.14 Simplified Demographics Report
Demographic reporting has been made easier in LISTSERV Maestro 5.0:

The new single-field demographics report (shown above for a advanced-mode multi-list 
dataset) is also available for the basic-mode hosted recipient lists. (Multi-column 
demographic reports are still available to cover the more complex case of for example a 
breakdown on two fields, e.g. a field like REGION above combined with a GENDER field).
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1.15 Overview Tracking Report for Multiple Jobs
Integrated with the new job list user interface, LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 has added a new 
multi-job tracking overview report:

This new report offers at-a-glance tracking statistics comparison for multiple jobs that are 
selected on the “Completed Jobs” tab of the “Mail Jobs Overview” page.
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2 Administration Features

2.1 Send Message to Maestro Users
The ability to send notification email messages to LISTSERV Maestro user accounts (or 
multi-account groups) has been added.

Above: Sending a notification email to all notification addresses that are configured for the 
selected group and all accounts in the group.
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Below: Sending a notification email to all notification addresses that are configured for the 
selected account.

2.2 Copy User Accounts / Groups
The new “Copy User Account” and “Copy Group” features allow the administrator to quickly 
create new accounts and groups with settings copied from existing accounts / groups.

Above: Copying a group and all accounts in the group. This copies all group and account 
settings that are configured in the Administration Hub but does not copy any data in LUI such 
as mail jobs or hosted data.
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Below: Copying a user account is also supported. Settings are copied similarly as above, the 
new account is created in the same group (if any) as the original account.

2.3 Suppression Lists
“Do Not Send” lists are now configurable both by the administrator or by privileged user 
account holders. These lists can be assigned exclusively to accounts/groups or can be 
shared across several accounts/groups, depending on the organizational requirements.

Above: The addresses on the default suppression list.
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Below: A data administrator is trying to add a suppressed address to his hosted recipient list.
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2.4 Rename Group
The ability to rename a group (while keeping all settings) has been added.

Above: The new “Edit Group” page with edit fields for the group name and the group-wide 
notification addresses.
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2.5 “Forgot Password” and “Forgot User Name” Pages
LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 has added the ability for account holders to handle the situation of a 
forgotten user name or password without involving manual work by the system administrator.

Above: A LISTSERV Maestro account holder has forgotten the account password and use 
the new “Forgot Password” page to define a new password. (Note: This requires additional 
configuration on the LISTSERV Maestro server and is disabled by default for backwards 
compatibility).

Below: Similarly, if the account holder has forgotten the account user name, the new “Forgot 
User Name” page allows the user to recover from this.
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2.6 Security Enhancement: “External Password Change” instead of  
“Request Password” (for subscribers)

Similar to the approach chosen for the “Forgot Password” page above, dataset members 
now no longer can request their subscription password via email. This requires sending the 
subscription password verbatim and is seen as a security weakness. To improve this, 
LISTSERV Maestro 5.0 instead uses the “External Password Change” page, shown in the 
screen shot below.
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2.7 Administrative Messages
To augment the messages that are shown when login is already locked, LISTSERV Maestro 
5.0 has added support for messages that are shown during normal runtime, for example to 
announce an upcoming maintenance downtime.

Three messages are supported, each shown at different location in the LISTSERV Maestro 
User Interface to all users:

With the text supplied above under “...at the bottom of the login page”, the login page is 
augmented as shown below:
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After login, the two texts supplied above under “...at the top of each page:” and 
“...immediately after login:” appear as shown below:

Shown below: The dashboard with the administrative message at the top.
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